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Abstract—Malicious web pages have become a malignant tu-
mour for the Internet, which spread malicious code, steal people’s
private information, and deliver spamming advertisements. And
how to distinguish them from the huge number of normal web
pages effectively remains a huge challenge in the era of big data.
To detect malicious pages, one needs to first collect candidate web
pages that are live on the web; then filter massive legitimate pages
using fast filters and finally examine the remaining pages using
precisely but slow analyzer. However, there are new challenges
recently for these conventional techniques, including large scale,
imbalance data and the usage of cloaking techniques. To cope
with these challenges, the malicious URL detection system should
perform more efficiently.

In this paper, we propose a system, named GuidedTracker,
to search for suspicious malicious pages. GuidedTracker starts
from the seed set which includes known malicious pages. Then, it
automatically figures out those victims based on the seed set and
the visit relation database. Finally, the access records of these
victims are used to identify other malicious pages. In this way,
GuidedTracker increase the percentages of malicious URLs in the
input URL stream submitted to the precisely analyzer. To our best
knowledge, GuidedTracker is the first to introduce visit relations
to tackle the malicious URL detection problem. The introduction
of visit relations limits the scope of URL inspection and enables
this approach to have the ability of self-learning. Experimental
results show that the overall “toxicity” can be improved by 6.97%
- 50.38% compared with full inspection of access logs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Malicious web pages have become the main tool for attack-
ers to organize criminal activities such as spamming, phishing
and driven-by-download. With the aid of these pages, attackers
are able to spread malicious program [1], steal other’s private
information, and deliver spam advertisements. As reported
by Kaspersky Lab [2], malicious web pages are the most
active program and play a vital role in 87.36% web attacks.
Among them, there is a kind of malicious pages that spread
appealing but harmful information (e.g., pornography and
violence information) to the victims. More specifically, these
pages with harmful content lure victims to engage in criminal
activities and often link to other malicious activities (e.g.,
trojans and phishing pages). Different from other malicious
sites, these web pages provide victims with appealing content
so that victims may initiatively visit it or related pages later.
In order to avoid the potential risks aroused by visiting these
pages, it is the first and most critical task to find them in time.

To address this issue, researchers have proposed many
solutions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] at present. And they usually divide
the searching process [3] for malicious pages in three steps:
collect candidate web pages that are live on the Internet; filter
massive legitimate pages with fast-filters and finally examine
the remaining web pages using specialized analyzer. More
precisely, one has to first collect pointers to candidate pages
(URLs) by using web crawlers or logs [4]. Given the candidate
URLs, one requires a fast, but possibly imprecise pre-filter
to discard massive legitimate pages. Such pre-filters examine
static properties of URLs and decide the possibility that a page
is malicious. In this way, a pre-filter can shrink the number of
pages to be inspected fully by three orders of magnitude [5].
For the third step, the detection system should determine
whether a given web page is malicious with high accuracy.
To this end, some systems [6] [7] examine the HTML content
as well as its active elements using static or dynamic analysis
techniques. And the other detection systems [5] [8] [9] intro-
duce honey-clients and monitor the changes of local systems
(e.g., the creation of files or additional processes) once a page
has been loaded.

However, there are several new challenges for this task,
which are listed as below.

- Large-scale: The web is a fairly large place where new
pages (both malicious and legitimate) are added at a
daunting pace [3].

- Imbalance data: The number of malicious pages is just
like a drop in the ocean as compared with that of legit-
imate ones. As reported in [10], Google Safe Browsing
technology examines billions of URLs per day only to
discover thousands of new unsafe sites.

- Usage of cloaking techniques: Network security can be
an arms race [4] and many attackers have already used
cloaking techniques to avoid detection from traditional
methods. More precisely, malicious sites are sometimes
not blacklisted [11] or even evaluated incorrectly due
to the usage of cloaking techniques. For example, some
malicious sites tend to be environment-specific [12] in
order not to be detected by heuristic crawlers.

Besides, the time and computing resources to identify po-
tential malicious pages are neither free nor infinite. Therefore,



it is essential to perform such searching process in an efficient
way.

In this paper, we present a system that improves the effi-
ciency of the first step of the process relying on the access log
of the gateway. More precisely, we propose a system, named
GuidedTracker, with a guided track for victims’ access log of
malicious URLs. GuidedTracker starts from a set of known
URLs that are involved in malicious activities. With tracking
these URLs, it focuses on the visit relations recorded in
gateway logs and figure out those victims who frequently get
access to these malicious URLs. In this article, visit relation
refers to a kind of relation generated by the visitor accessing
the web resources (e.g., URL, website and FTP server). In the
next step, the visit relations corresponding to these victims
are used to narrow the scope of suspicious URLs, avoiding
the large scale of content inspection. We call these two steps
as a target tracking process, because it searches for potential
malicious pages by tracking the known malicious URLs and
their associated victims. Of course, the tracking process is not
guaranteed to return only real victims and malicious pages.
Thus, it is necessary to analyze the track result by combining
other techniques including fingerprinting techniques [13] and
honey-clients [9].

However, the key advantage of our approach is that a
result provided by GuidedTracker is much more likely to
be malicious than other URLs recorded in the access log
of the gateway. Thus, given a fixed amount of resources,
GuidedTracker allows us to find more malicious pages in a
relatively short period.

GuidedTracker can also be beneficial since it is a self-
learning approach. Unlike traditional blacklist-based methods,
once the initial URL blacklists is not empty, GuidedTracker
will ‘learn’ the information of victims from visit relations
related to blacklists. And the access intersection of victims
will then ‘teach’ the system in return where to discover more
suspicious URLs. In this way, GuidedTracker adapts itself to
the change of victims and their access habits.

To our best knowledge, we are the first to introduce victim’s
visit relations in the URL classification problem. Different
from existing works [11] [14] [15] [16], we classify URLs
based on the hybrid usage of blacklists and visit relations.
The main contributions of this paper are the following:

- We proposed a novel approach to find potential malicious
sites based on an initial set of known malicious web pages
and visit relations.

- We describe new techniques to identify more malicious
web pages with a different angle. That is, we search for
the potential malicious in the victims’ access history.

- We implemented our techniques in a system and evaluat-
ed it on a large data set extracted from the real network
traffic, demonstrating the approach is highly predictive
and improves the state of the art.

II. RELATED WORK

Finding malicious web pages on the Internet includes two
main procedures: a detection process, which develop a spe-

cialized analyzer to decide whether a given page is malicious,
and a searching process, which collect suspicious web pages
to submit to the analyzer.

Detection process. Designing effective tools to detect
malicious web pages (including phishing sites [17], spam-
ming advertisements [18] and pages that perform driven-by-
download attacks [5]) has attracted considerable attention.
The proposed schemes can be classified into either static or
dynamic detection systems. Some lightweight static detection
systems focus on the lexical features of a URL [19], as well as
DNS and WHOIS information [11]. And other static detection
systems extract additional features from the HTML content
and JavaScript codes [7]. As for the dynamic detection system,
some approaches [20] [5] utilize high-interaction honeyclients
to detect the unusual changes in the local system (e.g., the
creation of new files or processes), while others [21] [22]
detect malicious sites using low-interaction honeyclients or
browsers with lightweight detectors. In this paper, we mainly
make use of Google Safe Browsing blacklist [5], and take this
tool as a black box. Therefore, it is possible to instrument
GuidedTracker with any other available tool that focus on
the detection of malicious web pages. Besides, honeyclients
usually consume huge amount of resources to analyze a web
page. So that a pre-filtering procedure [7] is often necessary
because it is able to discard massive obviously benign pages.

Searching process. The searching process is to gather po-
tential malicious web pages and submit them to the detection
process. Previous work focused on web crawling, collecting
suspicious pages based on several heuristic rules, and learning
from the search logs which includes the attackers’ behavior.
Next, we discuss these schemes in detail.

Some researches [23] collect web pages using large web
crawls. These massive crawls are able to produce a huge
amount of web pages, and generate a “complete” view of the
web [3]. However, the fact that these crawls need to consume
substantial resources limits their practical use, so that they
are available to just a few organizations. Besides, web crawls
can be much smaller and targeted using some heuristic rules.
These crawls [7] are available to most researchers since it
requires a relatively low consumption of resources. However,
they are not effective. For instance, Moshchuk et al. report a
0.4% detection rate by using a heuristic web crawler.

In addition to web crawls, some approaches [4] [24] focus
on identifying potential malicious sites by analyzing clues
left behind attack process. They argue that attackers often
search for vulnerable web sites before they launch an attack.
By identifying potential malicious queries from search engine
logs, these approaches have proven to be effective pin the
detection of compromised landing pages. However, this kind of
detection schemes is not suitable to find malware distribution
sites [25] since attackers do not need to search for their own
sites.

Different from these schemes, our approach settled the prob-
lem from a different angle. Instead of searching clues attackers
left to identify malicious queries, we turn to detect victims,
and inspect their access log to find suspicious malicious web



sites. In this way, it mines malicious instances and access
relationship to generate a URL stream with high toxicity. As
our experiments point out, detecting victims and their access
records improves the effectiveness of the detection process of
malicious web pages.

III. GUIDEDTRACKER: A GUIDED APPROACH TO FIND
MALICIOUS WEB PAGES

In this section, we describe the motivation of our work and
provide a detailed overview of the overall approach and the
components in our system.

A. System Goal and Motivation

As mentioned previously, detecting malicious pages is a
three-step process: collect candidate URLs, discard massive
legitimate pages with a fast filter, and conduct a precise
inspection for the remaining pages. In this paper, our goal
is to improve the efficiency of the collecting phase. In other
words, we aim to develop tools to gather URLs with a higher
“density” than the URLs that can be discovered through
(random) log inspection. The density discussed in this paper
refers to the percentage of malicious URLs in a set.

Our tools are based on the idea of searching the potential
malicious sites in the victims’ access history. Intuitively, rather
than randomly inspecting pages in the access log, Guided-
Tracker focus its searches on the access records of victims
who once visited known malicious sites. More precisely,
GuidedTracker first search for victims in terms of known
malicious sites and visit relations; for those victims who
frequently visit a known malicious site, their access to other
web pages are also suspicious. Then, by regarding victims as
guides, GuidedTracker perform a targeted search for potential
malicious sites in the access log.

GuidedTracker is built on two key insights. The first one
is that for victims who visit known malicious web sites,
their access to other web sites is also suspicious. The reason
is that some sites may offer victims with attractive content
so that victims has the potential to visit it or related pages
later. Besides, the adversaries may utilize automation tools in
their campaigns. For instance, cybercriminals often link many
malicious pages to a single site to simplify management [3].
When victims browse these pages, their access for other web
pages is also worth detection.

The second insight is that there are techniques and tool-
s [26] [13] that can identify different individual hosts, so
that victims can be located precisely. A simple idea is to
distinguish different users using IP address. But in a real
network environment, the usage of Network Address Trans-
lation (NAT) technique offers people an opportunity to share
the same IP address within an organization, which result in
the mixture of these users’ access log. To cope with this
challenge, people have developed sophisticate tools to detect
NAT and count NATted hosts by using OS fingerprinting [27],
clock skews [13] and traffic features [28]. We leverage these
techniques to distinguish different individual hosts.

B. Architecture

Fig. 1 presents the architecture of GuidedTracker. At a
high level, GuidedTracker can be seen as having two phases.
In the first phase, it extracts pointers of web pages (URLs)
from every access record, analyzes each page with a set of
conventional detection process (including a precise analyzer
and optionally a pre-filter). In this way, it identifies malicious
web pages slow but precisely and puts them into the seeds
set. In the second phase, it searches for victims who once
visit those known malicious sites, and makes use of their
access records to find potential malicious web pages. In the
following paragraphs, we further describe the components in
GuidedTracker in more detail:

Seed. The seed is a set of web pages which has been
previously identified as malicious pages. As the major input
of victim detector, the quality of seed is the key factor of the
tracking process. And it is produced by specialized analyzer.
In fact, whenever the analyzer mentioned above discover new
malicious web pages, they can be added to the seed pages for
the following victim detection process. Besides, there are two
main types of pages in the seed. First, there are pages that are
directly set up by the attackers or criminals. Usually, these
pages either link to a malware program directly, or contain
malicious code that can be carried out under certain conditions.
Besides, these pages are often linked to each other to increase
the possibility of a successful invasion. The second type of
pages usually belongs to legitimate sites. Different from other
legitimate pages, they have been compromised by attackers
and usually redirect users to malicious sites by embedding a
piece of JavaScript. By adding these pages to the seed set, it is
possible for our system to track these victims into their access
history to find potential malicious pages ( 1© in Figure 1).

Victim detector. Victim detector is the key component of
GuidedTracker. It takes in the seed (including known malicious
pages) as well as “multi-to-multi” visit relation. Based on the
analysis of known malicious pages and visit relations, the
detector generates the set of victims ( 2© in Figure 1). The
victims are those who once visited the known malicious sites
and have the potential to visit them or similar pages later. The
set of victims returned by the detector are then delivered to
suspicious URL parser. By detecting victims in the network
flow, the system has the potential to figure out their access
history and find other malicious sites.

Suspicious URL collector. The function of suspicious URL
collector is to collect victims’ visited URL from the access
logs based on the victim set. It is equivalent to a funnel
that only victims’ visited URLs can bypass it. In this way,
it produces a set of URLs which are much more likely to be
malicious, and sends it to a group of (existing) analyzer for
further detection ( 3© in Figure 1).

Specialized analyzer. Our specialized analyzer is made of
Google Safe Browsing blacklist [5]. This blacklist is publicly
accessible through its Safe Browsing API, and has been used
to analyze more than one billion pages daily. Besides, it is a
constantly updated blacklist [3], with a very low false positive
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Fig. 1. Framework of GuidedTracker.

rate. We do not implement a pre-filter in the current version
of GuidedTracker to discard massive benign URLs. But it
is certainly an option as shown in Fig. 1. And it will not
influence the computation result of “density” (the percentage
of malicious URLs).

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our Guid-
edTracker approach by using the real-world data set. Our data
set, as captured from a real campus gateway, is very large and
extremely imbalanced. That is, the number of malicious URL
and benign ones is not in an order of magnitude. Therefore, it
is not suitable to measure our system with accuracy and recall
rate. Instead, we utilize the other two key indicators that were
once created by [3] to validate the effectiveness of our system:
toxicity and expansion.

The toxicity, equivalent to “density”, represents the percent-
age of new URLs submitted to the specialized analyzer that
are eventually proved to be malicious. And higher toxicity
indicates that the resources used for detection are used in
a relatively efficient way. For instance, if a suspicious URL
collector delivers 100 suspicious URLs to the analyzer, and 10
of them are identified as malicious eventually, then the toxicity
of the system is 0.1.

The expansion represents the average number of malicious
URLs that are found by GuidedTracker for each seed. A higher
expansion implies that a large number of malicious URLs
are found for each seed, and the seed is used much more
efficiently.

There is a trade-off between these indicators. Considering
the practical application of our approach, especially the imbal-
ance data set we face, to obtain a higher toxicity is relatively
much more important for us. By evaluating these indicators,
we hope to answer the following questions: How efficient is
GuidedTracker in finding new malicious URLs? How long will
GuidedTracker spend for its execution?

We start this section with the description of the data
set, followed by the analysis and discussion of experimental
results.
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Fig. 2. Malicious Rate of Each Day.

TABLE I
THE INFORMATION OF DATA SET

Total Number Number of Attacks Malicious Rate
Access Records 12,357,243 98,134 0.79%
Users (Victims) 171,146 2,475 1.45%

Web Pages 3,155,234 40,581 1.29%

TABLE II
EXAMPLE FOR USER ACCESS BEHAVIOR

User ID IP address Time Visited URL
000012 210.242.14.xx 22/3/2013 14:52:47 yahoo.com/example.htm

A. Data Set

The data set is provided by a network operator and collected
from a campus gateway during March 22,2013 - April 8,2013.
All the URLs in the dataset are labeled as benign or malicious
in advance. The breakdowns of the data set are shown in
Table I.

We run our experiments on a machine with 8 core 2.13
GHz Xeon processors with 16GB memory. And an example
of access record is shown in Table II. As shown in Table II, the
log collector records the information of every access, including
the visitor, visited time and visited web page. These web
pages are evaluated and labeled by introducing Google Safe
Browsing [10] for judgement.

In our experiments, the data set is segmented by days. The



daily malicious rate for each day is shown in Figure 2. The
data sets have 686,513 access records for each day, but only
contain no more than 1% malicious records. In traditional
classification schemes, the classification model may classify
all the URLs in the data set as benign ones in order to correctly
predict most instances.

B. Performance Evaluation

GuidedTracker focuses on collecting potentially malicious
URLs from access log, so we ran our system in parallel
with traditional inspection methods on access log. First, we
conduct an in-depth inspection with a small proportion (0.2%
in this paper) of web pages to feed GuidedTracker. In other
words, whenever a malicious URL is found by the specialized
analyzer in the start operation, it is added to the seed set
used by GuidedTracker (shown in Figure. 1). Then, Guid-
edTracker makes full use of the seeds to detect victims and
produce malicious URLs, and compares the impact of victim
selection ratio to the detection result. In order to simplify
the comparison between victims, the system rank them before
analyzing URLs. Finally, we conduct two reference approaches
for comparison: a traditional in-depth inspection with half /
full amount of web pages recorded in the access logs.

Table III shows an overview of the comparison results of our
experiments. The start operation discovers 67 malicious URLs
(these are used as the seed for GuidedTracker), for a toxicity of
1.06%. Based on these seeds, GuidedTracker submitted up to
18,440 URLs to the precise analyzer, of which 254 were found
to be malicious, for a toxicity of up to 1.94%. Interestingly,
the toxicity of victim’s access result is 6.97%-50.38% higher
than the full inspection of access records, likely indicating that
the access of victims is highly predictive than that of others.

The seed expansion refers to the ratio between the number
of malicious pages which were finally identified and the initial
seed. As Table III demonstrates, inspecting the victims’ visited
pages can generate a stream of novel malicious URLs which
is at least 3.25 times larger than the number of seeds.

C. Time Performance

Table IV shows the comparison of average time performance
among these approaches. It is clear that using victim as guiders
is a useful way to find more malicious URLs, reducing the
averagely processing time with up to 33.89% discount of
time. Interestingly, if the system chooses a smaller ratio of
victims, it will spend a much shorter average time to find a
malicious URL. It is likely because we rank victims with their
occurrences and choose them from high to low for each time.

D. Discussion

Overall, our results have shown that GuidedTracker clearly
outperforms in toxicity(1.29% vs 1.94%) against full inspec-
tion. Besides, the usage of GuidedTracker will reduce the
average time by up to 33.89%. In addition, these results
also indicate that given a few malicious pages as the set of
initial seed, GuidedTracker is able to find a huge amount
of additional malicious pages. More precisely, GuidedTracker

discovers over three times more malicious pages than the full
inspection of log records.

V. CONCLUSION

Although many conventional schemes have been proposed,
how to detect malicious web pages effectively and efficiently
remains a practical and vital problem. The most challenging
work of this problem is to find a relatively small portion of
malicious URLs out of a large volume of URLs. Besides, the
usage of cloaking techniques also increases the difficulty of
conventional detection process. In order to cope with these
challenges, it is necessary to improve the detection techniques
in an efficient way.

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach, called Guid-
edTracker, which focuses on the improvement of efficiency
for the search process of malicious URLs. We utilize a set of
known, malicious web sites as seeds and mine the victims
who get access to them. Then, the victims will guide our
system to locate potential malicious web sites. In this way,
GuidedTracker can generate a set of candidate pages that owns
a higher ratio of malicious web pages compared to the log
inspection. Moreover, GuidedTracker is able to detect more
than 3 times of new malicious urls than the number of seeds. In
this way, it will significantly reduce the amount of URLs that
receive precise inspection. Therefore, it is possible to detect
potential malicious pages effectively by using GuidedTracker.

Next, we will first introduce white-list in order to obtain
a higher toxicity. Then, we will study how to improve the
experimental results in dynamic environments. .
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